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7he structure evolution of variable radio sources is exmined in the
I . 10c g" [1) model , proposed as an em3anation for the variation in the strew

of quasars and radio galaxies 12-41. 	 It is shown that the time evolution of the
arvular separation 9 of two caqponents Omcleus and cloud of electr^ disid-

JApatiM along the F	 14	 of the radio magnetic field of this mcleus)
the ellUse equatim,, whose ratio of axes 11 yields the distanos

R/cagl to the source :Ln Light time mite (c--vW^ty of Light) . 	 In additimf
:Lf e l is velocity, G" is the	 at any podnt of the Wlipse, then

if the VoAml madnn arqular aWmttcn 0. and the duration t of the radio flux
flare are )mom, then an evaluation can be made of the distwice frcra below:

C

where k=1 for the scatteriN components and k-2 for the omwerging components.
The diet== R/c were estimated by usiM observaticm and 1-4 for the sources
3C	 84, 3C	 120, 3C	 273, 3C	 345, 4C	 39.25, as well as	 71E	 for the cbject

do	 the li= d*ainedVW 42.22.01.	 All the model estimtes;	 rot contradict
fram the red shifts in their	 The condftiam

ts S"d Jas 4"St

are criteria for the applicability of the model to the stud
i
ed object.
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NET MEMM OF DISTANM III MaTIM TO CERVUN E!Q'AAGRLA= MDIO SQ7M

By. Yu. A. Kovalev

i. Introduction
	 /y*

Cwxently almost all the methods for obtaining distances R to extragalactic

saI	are associated with optic observations. Therefore, distances hmm mainly

been defined only to those radio sources that have been suooessfully identified

with optic objects. It,will be shorn that the model "Hedgehog" (Y&hik), sug-

gested by N. S. Kardashev (1] as a	 cal model of quasars to explain

the variability of their radio anissions permits a c3etenninaticxl of R directly

from radio astronomical observations, and provides distinct criteria for the applic-

ability of the model, regardless of the observed law of ewlution for the source

radiation flow.**

*Numbers in margin indicate pagination in original foreign text.
**Synchrotron radiation in certain particular cases and the bases for the model have
been analysed in publications [2, 31. The structural evolution and spectnm of
the source	 radiation have generally been examined in (4]. In contrast,
thin work, within the framswork of the set task, and without being limited to the
radiation ^n mechanism has obtained a law for the structural evolution of
a taav	 source with regard for the possible anisotropy of the initial elec-
tron distribution aoaording to velocities. Here primary attention was focused on
a discussion of those oonsequen m from the obtained law that are important for
BR+^ertnini R.
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2. Description of Model
	

/6

Assume that fran the moment in time t' 0 in the radio magnetic field of a
certain nucleus at angle V to the observer a cloud of ultrarelativistic electrons

is scattered with isotropic distribution at t'p according to the pitch-angles in

limits fran 46nin to 4'anax. At the moment t'p the cloud is located a distance zp
from the center of the nucleus with radius z^; here	 Z n	 _^ ''^ !	 while
the maximum linear size of the cloud is much smaller than zo . It is assumed that

the energy density of the magnetic field is much greater than the energy density

of the electrons, and when the cloud electrons enter the nuclear area they are ca[r-

pletely absorbed. Any mechanism of energy loss is permitted that does not result

in scattering of the ultrarelativistic electron radiation in directions that differ

from the direction of its instantaneous velocity, and which permits a change in

the energy electron during the examined time to be ignored. For the radio magnetic

field with intensity H and pitch -angles of the electrons G' , on the condition that

the adiabatic invariant of the dependence on z is preserved:

H =He (we /7) 2	 !f/1

stn P _ ( 14 • sin	 (2)

where the amounts with zero indices correspond to their values at t'o.

The time 0 t 'M t ' -t' ,	 necessary for the electron to traverse - the

distance from zo to z (here its pitch-angle 40 changes from ^O to L^), can be found

by integrating the ratio & W ofIF /c • COS ^*'
	

. After integration we will

have:

t!t '•c/ZO = (z/r )-Cos	 cos % .	 C^

3
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Assuming further Ira S" !sConst , and passing to the time interval of the ob- 	 /1
server et o t — t • 	, by using the delay factor [5]

MA 	 _ [/— (COs/C^ (as/ '^,	 and selecting to=o, we obtain

the law for nryvenent of the cloud electron system, "visible" to the observer in
the final form:

M	 ^

This equation was attained on the assumption that the angle 7^- is random,
1„ ^_^ «	 $*f i n t A ' M* a: V	 , and describes the evolution

of the separation of two components (nucleus and cloud) with
,a*  L it (14. COs 't) • Le /G .	 It is easy to be convinced, that during

this time all the pitch-angles of the electrons evolve to values that are smaller

than the observation angle 	 while the cloud that continues to exist will be

extinguished for the observer.

One can show that the values of the parameters z j/Z6 , faT^ and q', that

differ fran those indicated, result in the same equation (4); but it is correct in

a more limited time interval t, defined fran

x-
 Cos (Z'	 J with
	 j"/t • t!^ c 1►'^ ^t .7 ,	

0)
Cos tv	 with any other correlations between VO and i,

where 0 with a rise in t traverses the subsequent values fran Vanin to ^*anax,
whereby

1*	 -min	 4'omax
omax

	

	
(6)

IT-Azc sin ( n̂ ^ o)
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In particular, with L 4C C , oT in	 -c 2712	 and 4'c,` TT,

"dispersion" of the nucleus and the cloud is observed while 0 -C t t tM i ^^ vi Arc +
such that zk rises from z  x sin ly to zo . With t 'Cte f	 they converge

from Zk=7o 
to 

Zk - Zn,	
M	 Mti

after this the cloud is extinguished due to the absorption of electrons by the 	 /8

nucleus, and the moment of extinction t tc is defined from (5) by the value

Y * sTr-Azc sin (t /z o ) .	 If in this exanple 1+ *1==Tr/2	 then onlyomax
dispersion of the cloud and the nucleus up to moment to tc---tm will be observed (such

'i case is possible, in particular, with explosion and scattering of the cloud from

the surface of the nucleus; then zn= zo and the movement occurs on the background of

the nucleus).

3. Methods of Obtainer Distance

Several methods for obtaining distance to the source follow from (4). If the

world is Euclidean, then tk=R x 0, where 8 is the observed angular distance to the

nucleus in the cloud.

1. Taking this into consideration one is easily convinced that (4) in the

coordinate system (t, O) is an equation of the ellipse:

9 =	 ♦ ^t ze^ cos I9'/C)	 f -	 Or)

(Z^ / R^ 2	 CZo ^^^

N
It is apparent from here that the ratio R l of the semiaxes tm and Om of the ellipse

provides the unknown distance R:	 R/c41$tm/0m , where tm and Ohl are directly

measurable amounts.

2. Equation (4) together with the first e' and the second 0" derivatives of o

for t form a system of three equations with three unknowns (z p , x and R); the left

5



part of the equations can be obtained from the observations:

to fif-'X'x 2 /,e	 ,	 (6)

	

®"_ ..(C :f (R . 199 a] /(6•R 2) .	 (10)

The signs (9) and (10) refer to the direction from the nucleus. it follows from

here that the visible movement of the cloud in relation to the nucleus can occur

both with sublight, as well as with superlight velocities, as well as with acceler-

ation, and deceleration. From (10) we have:

AO	 ^ '21 40 1112

3. If in the initial distribution for pitch-angles there are electrons with /9

Wo=n/2, then one can also obtain from (4) :

P/C _ ; = tore /C ^zO Te* ^s ^^ M̂ j
	

0_)

where totr is the time from the monexit of cloud formation to cutting off of radi-

ation (extinction of tle cloud), while the parameter corresponding to it xo tr, de-

pending on ^?*Cmax adopts values from xotr=0 with 4j*cma)e= r/2 to xotr=1 with Y*, max=,;.

We will compare the potentialities of these methods. The value for R 3 can

be estimated from an analysis of the relative amplitude of flow time variants F j [4]

with synchrotron radiation of the cloud. Measurement of totr is complicated, linked

both to the fact that the time up to cutting-off can be greater than the observed

lifetime of the cloud (due to the possibility of Yin-V), as well as with the

fact that it can be considerably greater than the extremely nonstationary phase of

radiation, the flare; during this time new clouds can merge that complicate the

00
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ti
source structure. To determine R from R3 it is also necessary to have data on the

initial distribution function of electrons according to pitch-angles. These diffi-

culties force us to use (12) only as an estimate from below, after replacing totc

for duration of a separate radio flux flare and (xo tc+cosU) by the coefficient k=1,

if "dispersion" or "stopping" of the nucleus and cloud is observed, and k=2 if they

converge. Then:

0 ,	 c /^ ,,,	 s	 CoalMpg	 YM ' ^r (Y rS / ^K ' ^^ l ms

3N
where R3 is measured in megaparsecs, Z--in years, q.--in angular milliseconds*.

One should stress that the dispersion dynamics is such that the angles close to Bin

are reached canparatively quickly ( see (8)-(10)), therefore the main inaccuracy in /10

estimating R3 from (13) is associated with the roughness of replacing tote by T.

N
For R1, in contrast to R3 , no knowledge of the distribution according to

pitch-angles V- and tote is required (it is "replaced" by extrapolation of the

sections of curve (7) up to 0=0), but numerous measurements of O are needed during

the entire lifetime of the cloud in order to obtain a reliable curve (7). This

method is advantageous because each successive measurement 6 at the moment of time

tLtm approaches Om and tm, and the accuracy of the e.timate obtained from here

it Sr t 149
	

00

increases with time, in contrast to the stimate from (13) and it approaches the

"true" obtained from the ratio of the ellipse axes.

*In contrast to the frequently employed estimate R/c y/Od , where Od is the angular
diameter of the nonstationary component (in the given case the cloud), (13) requires
the angular distance Om between the cloud and the nucleus.

I;;
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Finally, 'A2 makes it possible to determine R from an "instan*.aneous" measure-
ment of a small ellipse section (7), i.e., this method is free to a considerable

degree from difficulties of the previous methods (simultaneously from (8)-(10) we

obtain zo and x, and consequently also V if t is known). However, when the ac:curs.cy

of measuring 0 is insufficient, and the ambiguity of making the curve through the

obtained points is great, large errors are possible in determining R.

Thus, if the primary information for estimating R fran R3 is contained in 'lie
results of systematic measurements for the evolution of the spectral flow Fy of the

source radio emission (besides these data it is sufficient to have Gm from ob9ar-

vations of previous clouds or to make occasional measurements of 0 at moments in

time defined from the dependence of Fv on t), then in the determination and esti-

mates of R fran R1 and R2 , on the contrary, the "center of gravity" of the neces-
sary information lies precisely in the systematic interferanetric observations.

4. Canparison with Observations	 Al

Sources 3C 84, 3C 120, 3C 273, 3C 345, 4C 39.25 and VRO 42.22.01 with clearly

pronounced long-periodic variability satisfy the condition for dispersion of ccnpn-

nents with t- 1 year and 0m , 1 ms [6-8). By substituting these values and k=1 in

(13) we obtain a rough estimate of the distance to all of these sources: R3 >60 D",
which agrees with the values for the distances obtained from red shifts. Of course,

such agreement of the estimate cannot serve as proof for the correctness of the exam-

ined model for these objects, but at least it is in its favor.

For VRO 42.22.01 one can attempt to correlate the observed evolution a [9, 7]

with equations (7) and (11). The selection of this source is governed by the fact

that its analysis is canplicated to a lesser degree by the ambiguous interpretation

8



of interferometric observations with the help of tworoaponent models, than for

many other nonstationary objects .* In the limits of measurement accuracy one can

approximate the evolution of 6 by curves 1 and 2 in Figure 1. If curve 1 is

correct, then the existence of a point with minimal angle 0 ,-0.5 no can be inter-

preted by converging the nucleus and the preceding component. The possibility of

such an explanation has been noted previously, however it was considered unreal

(11). By substituting the results of the graphic differentiation of a in (11) we /12
N

obtain the distance R2. For all the experimental points of curves 1 and 2 the

values R2 lie in the limits of 20 Mps about R2-100 Mps, which is 3-4 times smaller

than the distance fran the red shift z-0.07 [12].

Cloves 3-6 wexe obtained by "adjustment" of the observation results of the

initial ellipse sections (7) that correspond to the distances 100 Mps, 300 Mps, and

1000 Mps respectively. For comparison with ellipses 3 and 5 curves 4, 7 and 8 were

given that characterize their sensitivity to the change in the semiaxes tm and Gin

of the ellipse with fixed R1QW%. One can also formally adjust to the measured
ti

points the ellipses that correspond to the distance R1 -11000 Mps, but the "price"

is a sharp increase in tm and Om. Thus, from all the ellipses with R1-3000 Mps

it is necessary to select the ellipse with tm 1500 years, 6jj^ 30 ms, in order for

its initial section to pass through the experimental points. However, R1^ 3000 Mps

*In (10) the two-corponent nature of 3C 345 is stressed, and the linear law of
increase in 0 is obtained as the most probable; this contradicts the discussed
model, sbAce aceeleratic ,, i (10) always differs from zero. This result can be
correlated with the model only alter assuming that during the time of obser-
vation a measurement was made of a relatively small section of very "elongated"
(as a consequence of the great distance of the source Al) ellipse, which can be
approximated by a straight line. Further observations and analysis must help to
draw the final conclusion.

9
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Figure 1. Time F molution of Angular Separation 6 in	 onent Model VRO 42.22.01
Dq erimental points correspond to the data of publications: a --(9],A

Curves 1 and 2 illustrate JI, . determination of the distance frarr
R2 , while 3-8--from {Rl . R1 (Mps) /tm (years ) /%, (ang. ms ) are shown at each
of the curves :3-8. The dotted section of curve 3, that characterizes
conversion of the ccm onents, occurs in the case of 41*anax> r /2 (see text).
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(i.e., t^1000 years) , appa w.tly is not very likely if only because t,'400 x 7C

for IY> 50 141 (with syrr, uvtron mechanism of radiation) , while the measured dura-

tion of the radio flares is Z t 1 year [6).

It is apparent from Figure 1 that if the source evolution occurs in accordance

with curve 3, then one must observe extinction of one of the oomponents either with

ejn —̂1.5 an at the end of 1973-beginning of 1974 ( in the case 4 '*anax- %/2--see above),

or during conversion of the components from 	 1.5 ms to a certain angle 0, stn

during 1974-middle of 1976 (if y*cmax> r -1/2) in accordance with the dotted section of

curve 3. One should note that the absence of noticeable extinction and possible

constancy in the measured 0 during this entire period within the framework of the

developed model could occur only in the case of measurements that refer to different

clouds that have reached 8M at a different time d.vring the examined period. AnL!-

ysis of the observations does notexclude the fact that in the beginning of 1972 	 /13

a new cagxxmt was formed [13) . Its consideration can be useful in this future.

if the sot=ce evolution is described by curves 6 and 5, then one can expect an

increase in the angular separation.

Thus, on the condition of a correct interpretation of employed data as measure-

meats referring to the evolution of a single cloud, from curves 3-5 for the distance

up to VRO 42.22.01 we obtain an evaluation 1002- kl (Mps)Z10O0.

5. Conclusion

Since the distance tr the studied source curing the observations can be con-

sidered tuxchanged, then tha conditions R l-const, R2-const, Rl=R2 can serve as cri-

teria for the applicability of the model to the source. In reality, the strict

equality in these criteria should be replaced by approximate.

11



If it is found that the examined model is close to actuality for a fairly broad

class of objects, then regular interfercmetric observation together with the data

on the time variations in the radio emission flaw of the sources will possibly per-

mit us to obtain from certain nonstationary objects a "radio scale" of extragalactic

distances, regardless of the results of optic identification.

I am grateful to M. S. Kardashev for discussions and useful advice, as well

as Z. S. Kovaleva for _ssistance in this work.
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